Abstract-The past decade has been a period of intense growth and development in data communications protocols. This is particularly true with respect to international standards with the development of the Open Systems Interconnection-Basic Reference Model [4] , [42] and related standardized protocols [24] . Accompanying this growth and development have been significant research and development in methodology for specification, validation, and testing data communications protocols. Today, we see research concerning each of these aspects, in particular, conformance evaluation methodology and systems for testing protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION HE challenge of data communications protocol design T i s 1) to specify protocols precisely, concisely, and unambiguously;
2) to verify that a specification is complete, to verify that a protocol does not fail under unforeseen circumstances, and to verify that a protocol actually provides the services required; and 3) to test implementations of a protocol which claim to conform to its protocol specification.
An additional design consideration is performance. Fig. 1 depicts the relationship between these activities.
While the focus of this paper is on testing, the relationships illustrated in Fig. 1 point out that we need models and methodology which relate all these activities. In particular, without rigorous methods for specification and validation of protocols, either we will not know in detail what we are attempting to test or testing will identify design flaws rather than implementation flaws. The latter situation is latent disaster, particularly when the protocols are international standards because of their widespread use and the time required to correct design flaws. Fig. 1 outlines a cohesive model which incorporates all facets of the problem. Unfortunately, current practice does not generally provide cohesive tool kits to support all of these ac- tivities. However, recent research efforts are starting to come together and are encouraging.
Simulation in Fig. 1 is used in a very broad sense. Given formal description techniques and translators for them during the design and specification activities, it is possible to develop prototypes rapidly. Thus, it becomes feasible to conduct behavioral studies in a layered architecture by simulating users of the protocol (above the entity specified) and lower layer services. For example, if specifying a transport protocol, it is easy to specify a simulated network service that loses, corrupts, duplicates, or delivers data out of sequence (individually or in combination), either randomly or according to some other criteria. Effects of queueing [88], [89] and flow control may also be studied in the same manner. When combined with trace facilities, difficult design problems may be studied, even though they are extremely difficult to observe in real networks because they occur infrequently and under circumstances which are difficult to either precipitate or control. Ural and Probert [85] present a model for specification and validation called srepwise validarion which relates the specification and validation processes to protocol testing. We have applied some of their concepts in combination with simulation of underlying services and testing to a large formally specified multilayer system Standards Organization's Open System Interconnection (ISO/OSI) communications protocols within Europe. h itial collaboration was between Agence de I'Informatique (ADI), Paris, France; Gesellshaft fur Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung (GMD), Darmstadt, Germany; and the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), Teddington Middlesex, England. Each research laboratory had its own industrial partners and each organization focused upon a different aspect of testing. AD1 designed a Transport and an X.25 tester; GMD developed a language oriented analytic tool for passive monitoring and error detection for the Teletex So61 protocol; NPL developed a Network Service test system. Since the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in the U.S. was developing a test system for IS0 Transport class 4 , NBS was invited to participate. Each of the tools developed was based upon different design architectures and philosophies. By 1984, other European countries and the Canadians were invited to join the research effort. Much of the early research on OS1 protocol testing is reported in the proceedings of the First-Fifth INWG/ IFIP Workshops on Protocol Specification, Testing, and Verification [17]- [21] .
Early work focused on a variety of test architectures, test languages, and demonstration of the viability of one method of testing or another. Parallel efforts focused on automated generation of test sequences from formal specifications and specification languages for protocols. Many of the various architectures and terminology coming out of the initial research efforts have been subsumed by the work initiated within ISO.
In 1983, I S 0 initiated work to develop standardized test methods for OS1 protocols. The International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) subsequently joined the effort. By mutual agreement, CCITT will adopt the technical work of ISO, but will publish it as CCITT Recommendations. This has resulted in a focus and growth of interest in conformance evaluation methods which ultimately will result in a standardized test language and standardized test methods [35] . Additionally, CCITT has developed two distinct description techniques, System Design Language (SDL) [ l ] and a notation named X.409 [3] for description of the syntax of messages/protocol data units. X.409 was adopted by I S 0 with some modifications and called Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) [5], [6] . In 1988, CCITT adopted ASN.1 with further extensions as Recommendations X.208 and X.209.
These parallel developments have had a synergistic effect. FDTs provide the basis to develop cohesive methods to address several of the activities identified in Fig. 1 (specification, validation, simulation, implementation, and testing). Recent research has begun to apply standardized FDTs to the activities noted and potential ben- If test scenarios are to be the basis for ISO/OSI conformance testing, it is clear that the definition of a universal language is required to specify behaviors of the test system and the protocol entity to be tested. If such a language is to be generally useful, then the language must contain sufficient features to describe tests for all OS1 protocols. IS0 has defined a language with these purposes in mind. It is called Tree and Tabular Combined Notation (TTCN) and is defined in Part 3 of the IS0 Conformance Testing Methodology and Framework documents [lo]. TTCN is intended to be applied by groups within CCITT and IS0 responsible for particular OS1 standards. It is their responsibility to define abstract test suites (i.e., not directly executable) for protocols defined within their organizations. Thus, when developing a test suite, these groups may assume a particular test method from those outlined in the next section. However, standards bodies are not responsible for executable test suites or the implementation aspects of the methods employed to describe tests.
To understand TTCN (and its name), one must understand the structure of the language and what the language is intended to express: the dynamic behaviors and exchange of messages between a test system and a protocol entity. A graph of the behavior of a protocol entity may be drawn with the nodes of the graph labeled with inputs and edges labeled with outputs. The resulting graph is a tree reflecting the dynamic behavior of a protocol entity in response to its inputs. (Similar information is often expressed as state graphs with inputs and outputs used to label the edges.) Thus, TTCN is a language for describing trees of behavior and actions associated with sendingheceiving test events and protocol data units (PDUs).
The name is derived from the fact that the graphic syntax in Part 3 uses a tabular representation of rrees of behavior to describe the dynamic aspects of a test case, and additional tables to describe the static aspects of a test suite. (This form is often called the graphics form or TTCN-GR.) For example, tables are used to declare variables, identify points of control and observation (see the next section), define references to other standards where data types are defined (structure and fields of protocol data units), and to specify assumed constraints. For every tab-I145 ular element in TTCN-GR, Part 3 also includes BNF syntax definitions for the muchine processuhle form of TTCN (TTCN-MP). TTCN-MP is also called the transfer syntax of TTCN because it allows for electronic exchange of test suites.
The dynamic elements of the language include assignment and arithmetic operators, predefined functions (e.g., string manipulation), label declarations, a goto statement (used to specify cyclic behaviors), and input/output operations. The send operation is denoted as "!"; receive is denoted as "?". Both are qualified by the name of a point of control and observation. These dynamic aspects of TTCN are presented on paper in tabular form. The column containing the text describing actions is significant, i.e., blanks and tabs are significant in the semantics of the language. When describing a tree of possible sequences, tabs are used as a shorthand notation for the text in the same column on previous lines, i.e., tabs are interpreted as if the text above was repeated. The scope of variables is global. Behavioral expressions are deterministic, i.e., textural order of test events in a test case is used to resolve nondeterminism. Basic assumption underlying TTCN are that a protocol Implementation Under Test (IUT) can be driven into an assumed "state" by a sequence of inputs and outputs (test steps). Once reaching that state, another sequence of test steps judges the behavior of a particular aspect of the IUT and a verdict is formed. Finally, the IUT is driven back to a known initial state by subsequent actions specified in a test case. This suggests a preamble, followed by a sequence of test steps, followed by a postamble. The notions of preamble and postamble are used in organization of a test suite where certain named groups of test steps may be used repeatedly (e.g., connection establishment and termination). This functional grouping of test steps leads to the notion of libraries of named entries composing a test suite.
TTCN also facilitates organization of the elements of a test into larger units and, ultimately, into a test suite which is defined to be a hierarchical collection of test cases. A test case may be composed of a named preamble, body, and postamble; each may be composed of one or more named elements. Since all identifiers are global, individual elements of a test case may make reference to previously identified objects (e.g., types, variables, labels associated with a tree of behaviors). TTCN allows reference to elements of a test suite by attaching a sequence of named test steps. Conceptually, this is equivalent to the "include" or "copy" facilities of some programming languages. However, names may be qualified by other names denoting the inclusion of hierarchically structured elements of text.
Operational semantics are being defined for TTCN. (Early versions had no formal semantics.) Without rigorous semantics: 1) TTCN is subject to subtly different interpretations, and 2) it is possible for either humans or automated tools to interpret TTCN differently and introduce errors when translating TTCN to an executable test suite. Wiles 
A . The Local Method
We begin our discussions with a description of the local method of conformance testing (Fig. 2) . This model is important as the basis for a large body of terminology and concepts that are subsequently applied to other models. It is important to remember that this discussion focuses on models or a framework which are independent of implementation. A basic assumption of the local method is that exposed interfaces exist above and below the Implernenration Under Test (IUT). These interfaces serve as points of control and observation (PCOs), i.e., points at which a real test system can control inputs to and observe outputs from an IUT.
Since a layered communications architecture is assumed, we need notation to reference the layer and its interfaces. Adopting BO'S conventions, we refer to the layer under test as the N layer and the next lower layer as the ( N -1) layer. Protocol service definitions defineabstract service primitives (ASPs) exchanged at the top interface of a protocol entity. Abstractly, each protocol The test method includes two logically distinct elements which are called the uper tester and lower tester because of their relationship to the interfaces of the IUT.
An implementation of a lower tester is sometimes called either a test driver or an encodeddecoder. Similarly, an upper tester is sometimes called a test responder. However, these terms were not adopted by ISO. The upper tester is assumed to generate and receive a set of test events complementary to the set of ( N t ) ASPs generated and received by the IUT at its top interface. Similar assumptions are made for the bottom interface of the IUT and the lower tester. The model in Fig. 2 comprises a test harness around the IUT which coordinates the actions of the upper and lower tester. The roles of the upper and lower testers are to stimulate the IUT by exchanging test events at the top and bottom interfaces of the IUT. The lower tester is also assumed to log all test events so that the behavior of the IUT may be assessed and there is evidence supporting padfail (or possibly inconclusive) verdicts.
Test cases provide the means of specifying the actions of the upper and lower testers. Test cases may be interpreted by a test system (manually translated or compiled into some executable form). The statements of a test case may make reference to named PCOs, ( N t ) ASPs, Note, that even though the lower tester is below the IUT, functionally it is a peer protocol entity. The lower tester exchanges N PDUs with the IUT through its bottom interface. Therefore, the lower tester may emulate normal behavior of an N-layer protocol entity during testing or inject errors to test for error recovery.
In summary, the local method of testing assumes a test harness around the IUT, and assumes exposed interfaces above and below the IUT. It may not be applicable when conformance evaluation is done by a test laboratory because of assumptions about exposed interfaces.
B. Distributed Method
When an implementor (client) arranges for a test laboratory to test a protocol implementation, direct access to the bottom interface of the IUT is not likely to be available (except the data link layer where media standards require an exposed interface). The distributed method (Fig. 3) is one of three models which make no assumptions about the existence of a PCO at the bottom of the IUT. In all meEhods employing a communications service, I S 0 denotes the complementary set of abstract service primitives available to the lower tester as (Nb -1) ASP"s (double prime).
The lower tester and IUT reside in two different systems. The lower tester and IUT are connected by an underlying OSZservice which offers an (N -1) service composed of lower layer protocols and the physical media connecting the systems. This figure makes it more obvious that the lower tester is a peer entity to the IUT. The arrows between the IUT and OS1 service do not imply a real interface, just the flow of N PDUs. Also note that an upper tester is part of the model and an exposed top interface is assumed at the PCO.
Several consequences Row from the architectural changes. First, abstract test cases written for the local method are not applicable-they must be rewritten to reflect the abstract service primitives available to the lower interface of the lower tester. Generally, they are complementary to those assumed available at the bottom interface of the IUT in the local method. Other consequences of employing the distributed method are: 1) the lower tester and IUT are physically separated with the implication that they observe the same test event at different times; 2) data loss, delivery out of sequence, and data corruption are possible, particularly at lower layers due to the quality of some lower layer services.
Synchronization and control (test-coordination procedures) may be specified by ASPs exchanged at PCOs (or possibly by a test management protocol which is not standardized). The distributed method relies on the protocol being tested to provide sufficient synchronization to achieve t e 3 purposes. Therefore, judgments and verdicts formulated depend upon behavior observed by the lower tester. Practically, there must be coordination between upper and lower testers; the same tests must be selected and executed concurrently. However, the distributed architecture does not address how these issues are resolved.
In summary, the distributed method is a logical equivalent to the local method with lower tester and IUT interconnected by a communications service. However, the structure of the local method implicitly gives the capability to synchronize and control the upper and lower testers because they are elements of the same test harness. Information collection and sharing are possible (although a local issue). Thus, the distributed method is not a functional equivalent to the local method. 
C. Coordinated Method
Two features that distinguish the coordinated method (Fig. 4 ) from the distributed method are: 1) no exposed upper interface is necessary within the IUT, and 2) a standardized test management protocol (TMP) and test management protocol data units (TMPDUs) are used to automate test management and coordination procedures. Often it is assumed that the lower tester is the master and the upper tester is a slave to minimize the effort,in realizing an upper tester.
Architecturally, this is the most sophisticated model. It allows a very high degree of coordination and reporting of information observed and collected at both the upper and lower testers. Upper and lower testers may be synchronized, information received by the upper tester may be reported back to the lower tester for formulation of verdicts, selection of test cases by an operator may be conveyed from the lower tester to the upper tester, and branching logic may be implemented for selecting tests if a previous test case fails. To date, I S 0 has assumed minimal coordination (e.g., test cases will be executed in a predefined order with no branching if the verdict of a test case is fail). This assumption can lead to serious synchronization problems if the test management protocol does not resynchronize the upper and lower testers after a test fails.
Communications between upper and lower testers may be in-band (TMPDUs are carried as data via the protocol being tested) or out-of-band (use of a lower layer protocol which is assumed to be reliable enough to carry TMPDUs). Test management using out-ofband services raises issues about which layer services are assumed to be exposed.
Unfortunately, IS0 conformance methodology has not addressed the following issues.
Definition of a test-management-protocol kernel which is independent of its application.
Recommendations for in-band or out-of-band communications. Both are feasible; both have drawbacks. Inband communications may be difficult at the application layer, but is feasible in some cases (e.g., electronic mail). Out-of-band communications below the network layer and above the transport layer raises serious problems with ex- posed interfaces. Historically, it is generally accepted that the transport layer will have an exposed interface and be the basis of a "test platform." Thus, the transport layer is a logical candidate for providing out-of-band communications for upper layer testing.
Without a standardized test-management-protocol kernel, standards' groups will have to invest the effort to invent their own. This has happened with developing Session and Transport abstract test suites, and the test management protocols are distinctly different. If test laboratories invented their own test-management protocols, test services would be incompatible which is even worse. Currently, IS0 is studying the issue of a standardized kernel of test management functions.
D. Remote Method
The last architectural model defined by I S 0 for single layer testing is the remote method (Fig. 5) .
The significant features are that no interface at the top of the IUT is assumed, and no explicit test coordination procedures are assumed. (Test coordination, if any, is manual.) The method relies solely on the protocol being tested for synchronization of the lower tester and the IUT. The method assumes that the state of the IUT is known from actions specified for the lower tester including knowledge of N PDUs transmitted and received via (Nb -I ) ASP"s. Verdicts must be formulated based upon stimulus provided by the lower tester and the responses of the IUT as observed by the lower tester. This method is widely used for testing implementations of X.25.
E. Ferry Control Method
Zeng [91] defined an alternative to both the distributed and coordinated methods. The upper tester is moved from the client's system to the test laboratory's system. The upper tester in the client's system is replaced by a ferry control protocol entity (the name was originally derived from the notion of a ferry boat). The model is depicted in Fig. 6 . Note that the block labeled "Test Coordination Procedures" includes a peer ferry control entity. Extensions Zeng has proposed to his original work are known as the ferry clip method [92] . It remains to be seen if IS0 will adopt either ferry method. The following summarizes the concepts found in the original work and assumes inband communications. The ferry control entity serves as a carrier of PDUs received from either the upper or lower testers by retransmitting them to the other entity, i.e., it functions in logical loop back mode. Minimal state information and headers are required to realize a ferry control implementation, and it can be designed in a relatively layer-independent manner. The advantages of the ferry control protocol are: 1) it places a relatively small burden on an implementor, 2) it is protocol independent, 3) it is independent of test management protocol, and 4) most test coordination problems are the test laboratory's. Its disadvantages are: 1) an exposed interface is assumed at each layer of the IUT, 2) synchronization problems unique to the ferry method may arise (it is a state based protocol entity), and 3) it simply may not be applicable for Application and Presentation layer protocols. The ferry method does not resolve the inband/out-of-band' communications issues described earlier (either may be used); this aspect may be viewed as a feature or as a flaw.
F. Summary of the Concepts Presented
Before introducing multilayer test methods, let us summarize the discussion thus far. I S 0 has defined TTCN as a language for the specification of abstract test suites.
TTCN is not intended to be an executable language by IS0 and CCITT. TTCN will be applied to describe tests for OS1 protocols and ISDN systems. IS0 has also defined four test architectures for testing OS1 protocols. Upper and Lower testers are abstractions of elements that may be found in real test systems; they serve as models of virtual interpreters of TTCN within the framework of a particular test method. The common elements in each architecture are the following.
The role of the lower tester is to interpret abstract test cases and formulate verdicts based upon behaviors specified in a test case. (Note: there is no requirement that elements of a real test system formulate verdicts in real time.)
The lower tester acts as a peer entity of the IUT and exchanges N PDUs with the IUT.
Differences in architecture may be summarized as follows.
Control and observation by the lower tester is specified in terms of -(Nb -1) ASPs in the local method,
-(Nb -1) ASP"s in the other methods
The remote method assumes no control and observation using an upper tester.
The coordinated method assumes no upper interface and employs TMPDUs to control the upper tester.
The local and distributed methods assume an upper tester plus control and observation in terms of ( N t ) ASPs
The distributed method may employ a nonstandard test management protocol (TMP). However, a nonstandard TMP is unlikely to be used in a standardized test suite.
The fault detection capacity of one architecture versus another is the subject of open debate. Fault detection is not only related to the test architecture, but is related to fault models, the test language, test suite coverage, synchronization issues, and others discussed later. If all other issues were equal (and they are not), assumptions often made are: the fault detection capacity from most powerful to least is local, coordinated, distributed, and remote methods for single layer testing. Proponents of the ferry method argue that it has equal fault detection capacity as the local method. Embedded methods, which are described next, limit observability and control; thus, they are generally considered weaker than single layer methods.
V. EMBEDDED METHODS Currently, I S 0 has only defined what is known as the embedded method for multilayer testing. Conceptually, it is easy to consider lower layer protocols as envelopes wrapped around upper layer PDUs. This is certainly true for the data transfer phase. At each successive layer, a header prefixes "data" from the adjacent upper layer. It is this relatively simple model that underlies the notions of embedded testing. Assume that the N layer is to be tested and ( N + 1) PDUs are to be embedded in N PDU's. Conceptually, embedded testing defines a set of
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( N + 1) PDUs and then envelopes this set of data in appropriate N PDUs. I S 0 calls this single-layer embedded testing (one layer is tested even though two layers are involved). This model is depicted in Fig. 7 . The method may be applied incrementally when more than two layers are involved, i.e., focus of testing switches between two or more layers as confidence in lower layers is established by demonstration of conformance.
The direct consequence of the assumptions noted above is: each test case must concurrently specify all the actions of two layers (or at least a functional subset of the (N + 1) layer) in order to achieve a test purpose. A test case must have a specific test purpose and must reflect dynamic behaviors possible for two layers of protocol in the IUT. Additionally, test cases must reflect the context of an (N + 1) protocol in the lower tester as the protocol progresses through its phases (e.g., connection establishment, data transfer, and connection termination).
A test suite consists of describing all possible behaviors between two peer protocol entities and reflecting the context of the ( N + 1) protocol in order to prevent a test from being aborted. In fact, this becomes quite complex very rapidly and becomes progressively more difficult when attempting to specify behaviors for more than two layers.
The method is viable for two layers, but usually, test [76] outline some of the reasons they rejected the method when developing a test system for the ISDN D-channel; they implemented a hybrid system which uses reference implementations. Standardized abstract test suites employing embedded testing are likely to be written for only one method, even though I S 0 has defined embedded testing for the local, distributed, coordinated, and remote methods. The primary advantage of embedded testing is that it does not assume an exposed interface at every layer of the IUT. The disadvantages from the perspective of individuals writing test cases are as follows.
Tests become more complex in a nonlinear relationship for each additional layer above the layer to be tested.
It is correspondingly more difficult to anticipate all possible behaviors given that implementors have options and choices for each protocol that is involved in the test; thus, verdict assignment is more difficult and the probability of either an inconclusive or invalid verdict increases.
Test suites are defined assuming a particular set of protocols; a completely new test suite must be written to test the same layer if the combination of protocols above or below the N-layer change.
In summary, embedded testing presents some significant barriers to testing a protocol embedded one or more layers down in a stack due to the reasons identified above. Chow [40] , and Naito and Tsunoyama [68]. Below is a summary of early work and more recent developments.
VI. TEST GENERATION METHODOLOGY
Gonenc described a method known as the distinguishing sequence (DS or D method) which is used to distinguish the state of an IUT based upon input/output sequences defined for a finite state machine (FSM). The DS may be applied at any time to ascertain the current state of an FSM because it will generate a unique output trace.
Chow's method is known as the W method. It is based upon deriving a test tree from an FSM description. The method depends upon generating two sets: 1) the P set is a set of input sequences labeling the partial paths of the FSM, and (2) the W set is a set of input sequences differentiating each pair of states. Thus, the W set is called the characterization set. The test tree for a protocol is derived by the concatenation of its P and W sets. Specifically, elements of the P set may be used as a set of preambles when concatenated with elements of the W set to derive a test suite.
Naito and Tsunoyama's method is known as a trunsition tour of an FSM or T method. A transition tour is the simplest of the methods and depends upon traversing the control flow of the FSM to define input/output sequences. The control flow is usually represented as a directed graph and the test sequences generated reflect trees of behaviors for a protocol. While the T method may always be applied because of simplified assumptions, it is the weakest test method [45) 
and X.25 protocols.
Each of these methods establishes a theoretical basis for testing. Except as noted, each method assumes the following.
1) The control structure of a protocol may be modeled as an FSM (or a directed graph). Edges are labeled with input/output pairs. Null is usually assumed to be a member of the output alphabet.
2) The FSM is strongly connected, i.e., for every pair of states, there exists a directed path between them (possibly via the final and start-up states). Note: some authors distinguish between initial and start-up states. Thus, we use the latter name to denote the control state of an FSM when it is instantiated.
The T method does not assume the following.
3) The specification of the protocol is minimal, i.e., no pair of states accepts exactly the same set of inputs and produces identical outputs.
The T, U, and RCP methods do not assume the following.
4)
The specification is complete, i.e., actions are specified for all inputs in each state.
These four assumptions define a class of automata known as Mealy machines which have certain properties (e.g., freedom from deadlock and liveness).
While the U and RCP methods do not assume completeness, they may make use of the following properties.
5.1)
The input set coRtains one element for each state which does not cause a change of control state.
5.2)
The input set contains one element called reset which is accepted in all control states and the action associated with reset is to return to the start-up state. Either condition is sufficient, but not necessary for these two methods. Note: reset is a generic term, i.e., disconnect, abort, or reset PDUs found in many connection-oriented protocols may serve as reset.
Both the U and RCP methods may be used in circumstances when the D and W methods may not because distinguishing sequence or characterization set do not always exist. Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2 may not always be true, but the RCP method is applicable for many protocols. Additionally, time required to execute tests generated is optimized.
The methods described are also applicable to an extended finite machine (EFSM) under certain conditions. A directed graph of the control flow of an EFSM may be labeled with the tuple where I is the set of Input messages (PDU types), 0 is the set of Output messages, and P is the set of Predicates.
Predicates may reference variables ( V ) and protocol control information (PCI) (sometimes called protocol data or parameters of PDU's). Collectively, PCI and I/ are called the context of an EFSM. If the predicates and context are considered, then the methods described earlier may be applicable. If spontaneous transitions (no input) are modeled, then null is usually considered to be a member of the input alphabet; such a model may include nondeterministic EFSMs.
However For subtle reasons, we need to examine what is meant by the words specification and completeness. Hereafter, partial description is used to differentiate between the textual formal description (FD) of a protocol and its specification. Partial FDs of protocols may be written for pragmatic reasons, e.g., specific inputs have no semantics in a particular state. The semantic model underlying an FDT is an integral component of the specijication for pur-
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poses of testing. In the case of SDL, its semantic model implies a default action for unspecified inputs, i.e., accept the input, produce no output, and remain in the same control state. Hence, partial FDs written in SDL are implicitly complete. However, partial FDs written in Estelle are not implicitly complete. The control logic is changed if "default" actions are explicitly added for purposes of generating tests.
No doubt, unspecified reception can lead to deadlock. It may be argued that this should be a purpose of testing. But this is not necessarily a conformance criterion, especially if actions for unspecified inputs are deliberately omitted. ISO's methodology does not assume completeness, i.e., the notion of an inopporrune PDU assumes -the PDU is syntactically correct, -the PDU is sent at the wrong time, and by implica--partial protocol specifications are acceptable, -conforming implementations need not have the comTherefore, if partial specification is deliberate, this fact may be exploited to detect erroneous behavior on the part of an IUT. A designer of either a test suite or test system may assume that an IUT which transits inopportune PDUs is not a valid implementation since such actions may cause deadlock.
Most automated generative methods have failed to address: 1) data coverage for valid PCI, 2) methods to associate semantics with tests so that they may be categorized by purpose, 3) production of test cases that assure synchronization of the components of a distributed test system [80], and 4) production of executable test sequences. While it may be argued that the latter two are "implementation" issues, if the results of the method are suspect and/or require manual interpretation after a test suite is generated, the utility of the test suite may be marginal.
The issues identified in this section and in references cited have led to the development of other techniques for generating tests. Most are semi-automated and take into account human intuition. Techniques which consider or apply formal description techniques directly can aid in creating tests because FDTs have the expressive power necessary to define the constraints on the context as well as temporal relationships between input and output. Favreau They identify how their theory may be applied to FDs written in either Estelle or LOTOS. Use of directed graphs (labeled transition systems) is the common thread among most of the theories and methods identified in this section.
VII. ASN.1 A N D CODING OF MESSAGES
Thus far, the focus of the discussion has been on the dynamic aspects of testing, not on how PDUs are encoded and decoded. Coding is considered a static aspect of conformance because the syntax and rules for encoding PDUs (messages) are defined and do not influence the temporal relationships of PDUs. However, coding is an important factor of conformance evaluation; syntactically invalid and improperly encoded PDUs led to verdicts of fail.
With the introduction of X.409 [3] within CCITT and its subsequent adoption by IS0 as ASN. 1, a grammarbased notation for the description of the syntax of PDU's (messages) became international ,standards. CCITT applied X.409 to the description of Message Handling Systems [2] for a given type in a nonencoded form (e.g., an electronic mail address or the header of a PDU). Given an abstract syntax, the basic encoding rules also define implicitly a transfer syntax, i.e., a representation of any value as an octet string that is machine-independent, self-delimiting, and mechanically decodable. Such a transfer value is encoded as nested triples (tag, length, value) that form a linear representation of the tree structure of an abstract value. Any real protocol implementation will have its own representation of values, a local syntax, but this is not subject to standardization.
These concepts are illustrated by the design of the Free Value Tool for ASN. 1 [48] , [49] from NIST (see Fig. 8 ).
That tool was applied in the construction of test systems, but it did not systematically test encoding. The central oval stands for an internal representation of values as a tree of "ValueDesc" nodes. Each ValueDesc node is associated with a "TypeDesc" node that represents the corresponding type information. The other ovals stand for other representations of values, each one useful for a different purpose. Print values are useful as examples, as diagnostic output, and as input for further processing. Transfer values are transferred as octet strings between protocol entities. Local values are in a form that can be processed by a protocol implementation. Filed values are simply disk files used to store value trees.
The usual action of an encoder is implemented in this tool by transforming a local value into a ValueDesc tree and then transforming that into a transfer value; the usual decoder action is just the opposite. Less obviously, however, other transformations are also useful. Formally described test systems developed at NIST have found applications for all of the transformations that are suggested by the diagram in Fig. 8 . For example, print values are used as input to define PDUs in test cases and as output to Type definitions in ASN.l are based on simple types that refer to well-known sets of values and structured types that construct new types from related groups of other types. The type definitions together represent a kind of grammar, which defines a language whose sentential forms are values. The type definitions for a typical protocol specify a language of values, i.e., a set of PDUs, that is enormously large and variable. Furthermore, the encoding rules allow a significant range of alternate encoding strategies for any particular value.
What does this have to do with testing? We know from language theory [27], [52] that grammars and grammarbased tools can be used to analyze any sentential form and can also be used to generate systematically some of the important sentential forms [ 5 3 ] , [58] . Handwritten encoders and decoders, while valuable for many purposes, are less likely to handle all of the variants that are possible within the rules of the grammar. We also know that it is important to generate and test decoders for obscure but feasible variants of encoded PDUs.
On way to create test cases is to use an ordinary text editor to compose a set of print values which correspond to ASN.l types. Then, transform the test cases and save them on disk (print value to filed value) in a second step. This step ensures that the test cases are syntactically correct and comply with all the relationships defined in the grammar (type definitions). In a third step, filed values can be encoded (transformed into transfer values) and either saved or presented to a decoder. Reverse transformations are possible and the decoded values may be compared to values which were encoded. This has been done for small sets of tests, but it is labor intensive and boring.
How might the process be automated? The generative capabilities of grammars are well known and have been applied to protocols in the past by Anderson [29] . The principle of synthesizing data (text or values) within the constraints of a language underlies lexical and parser generators (e.g., LEX [58] and YACC [53] which generate C-language code) and generators for syntax directed editors (e.g., the Cornell SynthesizedGenerator [82] ). Thus, an attributed grammar or the equivalent can be used to systematically synthesize values which are valid elements in the language defined by the ASN.l type definitions. However, the number of values synthesized can be very large.
In the ideal world of the OS1 Reference Model, negotiation of transfer syntax is reserved for the Presentation protocol, i.e., Presentation encodes and decodes PDUs for the entities above it. Architecturally, encoderldecoders for any application layer protocol could be tested in isolation by a generator of PDUs for the protocol located at a test laboratory and an "application entity" located in the IUT which echoes PDUs received. The task of testing a transfer syntax would be simplified because one static aspect of implementing a protocol could be tested in isolation. However, current implementation practice precludes such an approach; encoders and decoders are integrated into the application layer entities. Thus, any practical generative tool must simultaneously consider: 1) dynamic aspects of a protocol including predicates and temporal ordering of PDUs, 2) fault models for data domains, and 3 ) constraints imposed by valid implementation choices.
To date, Nguyen's tool for FTAM [70] , which was noted earlier, is the only known operational tool for generation of ASN. 1 data values. It .demonstrates that PCI may be generated in a constrained way. However, it also illustrates the problem of constraining data coverage noted earlier. Data and a test purpose for over 4000 test cases were generated (and more could have been)! While his work is a milestone, it illustrates the need for methods which address fault models and include heuristics to limit the generation to a subset providing "acceptable coverage."
The magnitude of the coding problem with ASN.l is illustrated by one example. Recall that the transfer syntax of an ASN.l value is encoded as a triple: ( t a g , length, value ) . The tag is an encoded ASN. 1 type identifier. The length is an octet string varying in length from one to 127 octets long. The value is a nested triple of the same form, i.e., this structure is applied recursively to encode a tree of values. The length element alone may be in three forms and is indicated by the first octet: 1) indefinite length meaning a value is delimited by a marker; 2) short definite length meaning a one-octet length field prefixes the value and contains an octet count; or 3 ) long definite length meaning a variable-length octet count prefixes the value. (For brevity, additional detail is omitted.)
Given N ASN.l type definitions which do not refer to each other recursively, the number of possible combinations of length encodings of just the length parts for N values is at least ( N ! ) X (28x126). To this large number, add the possibilities of: optional and default values which may be associated with type definitions,' reordering of elements within certain types, recursive application of types, and application-specific contexts which restrict the alphabets of values to specific subdomains. It simply is not possible to completely test domains this large. Thus, the old problem of selecting tests via some heuristics remains.
We close with a note on fault models for ASN.1. If decoders are to be robust, then they must be relatively intelligent. Specifically, they must have access to data describing the syntax of the object that is to be decoded. For example, an invalid tag, a missing subtree that is required, or an invalid length renders a PDU undecodable. Our experience indicates that in circumstances when key PCI is corrupted or missing, the behavior of a protocol entity is unpredictable. Without information regarding the syntax of a PDU, there is no way for a decoder to even detect and report an error. Additionally, it is possible to receive an object too large to store locally, e.g., a 96-bit integer. Current standards say nothing about alternate forms of length encoding or size limits for many objects. Thus, decoders must be able to cope with various forms of length, and must at least report failure when an object is either undecodable or exceeds locally defined limits of storage. Such situations may cause systems to crash.
These issues are not necessarily the subject of conformance testing, but they can influence interoperation of systems and may be the subject of interoperation testing. 
VIII. TESTING METRICS
How can one measure the quality of tests generated either manually or by automated methods? Fortunately, some work has been done to address the issue of metrics for protocol testing. Miller and Decker [44] , [67] describe a pragmatic approach applied to a reference implementation of the Transport class 4 protocol. Miller added an option to a compiler for an early FDT [33] which may generate code with instrumentation embedded at all branches in the control flow of an EFSM (e.g., state transitions, function and procedure calls, i f and case statements). A counter for each path in the control flow is incremented each time the path is traversed during execution of entides implemented using the compiler. The compiler also produces code to report metrics accumulated and reset counters. Thus, a protocol entity can be tested and metrics collected during testing to determine the coverage of a test suite. Counters with a value of zero identify code segments that were not executed (tested). If this is the case, either additional tests need be created to exercise those fragments that remain untested or possibly the path is unreachable due to a specification error. Note that although the specification is well known, the test suite may be used for black-box testing because the test suite depends only on input sequences (PDUs and PCI) to stimulate the IUT.
Sidhu and Leung [81] describe experiments conducted to evaluate fault detection capabilities of the T, U , D, and W methods. There are redundant cases in the experiments conducted because of the random nature of the experiments and the small number of states in the automaton tested. However, the method is applicable to tests of large automata and it yields fault detection metrics for the test generation methods. Dahbura and Sabnani [4 11 report their experience in estimation of fault coverage and conclude that coverage of control flow of a protocol is a small but difficult problem and that protocol data coverage is a "formidable and open problem."
Each of these methods and papers touches on a central issue of test methodology in different ways: What is the complexity of the testing of a particular protocol? The complexity of validation of protocols has been described for years. Several papers cited discuss the complexity of algorithms to generate test sequences. Aho et al. (271 compare the computational complexity of several alternate algorithms that may be employed in their method.
Little has been published dealing directly with the complexity of protocol testing given either a particular model of specification or a particular model of testing. For statebased FDTs, the complexity is a function of the control flow (or data flow); parameters of complexity include control states, size of the input alphabet, numbers of input parameters and context variables, and their relationship to predicates.
Black-box testing is at least as difficult as validation. Since suppliers have complete freedom of implementation methods and may choose to implement different functional subsets of a protocol, testing may be even more complex than validation. Until we are able to predict how difficult a protocol specification will be to test and compare real test suites to a metric, protocol testing will remain an art rather than engineering or scientific endeavor. A challenge for the research community is to develop realistic models and metrics for the complexity of testing and correlate the results with real test systems. is a hybrid architecture. The system tests the network and data link layer protocols and observes signals at the physical layer. They employ a "simulator" which uses reference implementations for the lower two layers and the layer three transport mechanism, as well as simulation of erroneous behavior at layers two and three.
IX. MULTILAYER TESTING
A common thread in previous sections has been an implicit set of answers to the question: How do we define test cases (sequences) to control, observe, and detect faults in an IUT'? Historically, most of the test architectures and languages that were predecessors to the I S 0 conformance methodology suggested answers to the question for single-layer test systems. Indeed, most experience to date has been with single-layer test systems. ISO's embedded methods follow quite naturally from singlelayer architectures. Thus, the focus on single-layer and embedded methods answers the question: How do we specify (via a test language) the behavior of the components of a test system to achieve a particular test purpose at a given layer?
However, if a different set of questions is asked, the solution suggested might be different. For example, What relationship should a test methodology have to FDTs and to FDs?
How are test systems to be described for multilayer IUTs which do not have exposed interfaces at each layer?
How might error recovery mechanisms be tested:' What test management and coordination procedures are best suited to automated analysis and generation of verdicts?
How might maintenance of test suites and test systems be minimized when faced with evolving protocol specifications? (The corollary is: How can test suites be expressed with minimal dependence on details of a protocol's behavior and PDU structure?)
What role does a test notation play in such a system'? Then, given answers to the above, how might a multilayer methodology be adopted to single-layer testing?
In an early working paper [ 121, I S 0 raised the the first question about FDTs and test methodology. Limited effort was expended in applying Estelle and LOTOS as a test notation, but this is no longer an option within the current work of ISO. This approach attempted to solve the testing problem in basically the same way as found in DIS 9646, i.e., use the FDTs rather than TTCN as a notation to describe a test as a sequence of interactions between the test system and an IUT (with a focus on a single-layer testing).
The OS1 Reference Model suggests a solution: refine the problem into a layered architecture for test systems. At NIST, we initiated two projects to formally define multilayered test systems using Estelle and ASN. If an FDT is powerful enough to describe OS1 protocols, then it is powerful enough to describe an entity designed to test the corresponding protocol(s).
Layer boundaries internal to the test systeni are the points of control and observation (PCOs). This does not imply that the IUT has an equivalent internal structure.
Trees of behavior are inherent in formal descriptions (FDs) of the protocols. Therefore, one or more, preferably standardized, FDs are incorporated to define a set of default behaviors for the test system.
Thus far. we have described a multilayer reference entity. All other behaviors to be specified are either to detect erroneous behaviors or stimulate error recovery on the part of the IUT.
An FD may be extended in several ways to achieve functions necessary for testing.
-For each control state and all inputs for which no action is specified, add transitions which detect unspecified receptions and report erroneous behavior. Explicitly, make a partial FD complete with actions which report an error and abort the test using normal error recovery (e.g., disconnect).
-Parameterize the FD such that all possible valid behaviors in the standard may be realized (e.g., values of timers, acknowledgment strategy, range of PDU sizes). This may be achieved by defining test system specific service primitives.
-Define test services (actions) such that error recovery mechanisms required in a standard may be explicitly invoked (e.g., transmit inopportune PDUs and invalid combinations of PCI).
-Add logging and trace facilities to provide a history of behavior observed and verdicts formulated.
One such entity provides a single layer test service which can be stimulated by (Nr) ASP"s as described in Section IV. Thus, a single-layer entity is the simplest case in a multilayer architecture. Adjacent single-layer entities may be stacked on top of each other to compose a multilayer test service.
Several consequences flow from such an approach. The interactions exchanged between adjacent entities in a stack are the only "test script" required for lower layers when normal behavior is to be presented to the IUT. Error recovery on the part of the IUT may be solicited by explicit use of additional test services available at each layer interface of the system. Most test cases are simple since service interfaces are assumed and tests are expressed in terms of (Nr)-ASP"s for the top layer in a stack of protocols. Trees of behavior and N PDUs are not expressed directly in test cases (they are inherent in the FD of each layer of the test system).
Test cases are not monolithic as they are for TTCN in a single-layer embedded test. The architecture and the methodology partitions the problem. FDs for syntax and behavior define bit-level and temporal aspects of the protocols. Predicates in the FDs check for valid combinations of PCI. As a result, test cases are not likely to change due to maintenance of the protocol standards, i.e., design flaws, or changes in either syntax or dynamic behavioral descriptions.
Although it is counterintuitive and differs from current practice, multilayer testing may proceed top down.
-If testing at the top layer is completed successfully, a portion of lower layer testing is an accomplished fact (at least for the services employed by upper layers).
-In the absence of lower layer failure, subsequent testing at each lower layer should focus on exercising all services used explicitly by the adjacent upper layer and exercising error recovery mechanisms mandated by the standard (if any).
-If a lower layer should fail, error detection and reporting immediately focus attention on that layer. Upper layers may be ignored to greater degree than in singlelayer embedded testing because the default behavior of each test system component is that of a reference entity. Lower layer testing may proceed by shifting focus and using an appropriate subset of tests written for upper layers while ignoring the PCI and "data" from higher layers.
The methodology outlined has several advantages. First, it uses an FD as a base to build on. If the FD was validated, the protocol should be relatively free from errors. Second, test entities for upper layer protocols may be stacked on top of other test entities in a "building block" manner to test different combinations of protocols. For example, MHS uses Transport class 0; FTAM may run over all five classes of Transport. Third, translators for FDTs are available [26], [34] . Thus, it is possible to derive both reference implementations and test entities directly. Fourth, test cases become much simpler. Trees of behavior are not the primary focus of testing: abstract service primitives of the highest element in the stack are the primary elements of a test suite. Fifth, limits inherent in using a pure reference implementation do not exist, i.e., there are no hidden behaviors, and logging and trace facilities are available at each layer. Finally, error detection and reporting are distributed across multiple layers of the test system; each layer independently detects erroneous behavior and reports it. Thus, fault isolation is specific to a particular layer and a specific state of the protocol. Fig. 9 depicts the architecture of a test system employing the concepts articulated above. These components are part of a system for testing an application layer gateway for ISO's FTAM and the Department of Defense's File Transfer protocol. However, the test system's peer entities within the gateway system are an OS1 protocol stack. It was designed to test the FTAM through Presentation protocols in a multilayer IUT. In the gateway application, the first role of the test system is to assure that upper layer OS1 components provide an acceptable FTAM service. Its second role is to assure that files may be transferred by the gateway between OS1 and DoD network domains. Test coordination and reporting are achieved by exchanging files between upper and lower testers. Specifically, the upper tester interprets test directives sent in a file and reports back the same way. Two gateway test systems [25], [46], [62] employing the concepts presented demonstrate the concepts are viable, and experience with them gives us confidence in the methodology.
Translators for Estelle 1261 and ASN. 1 [49] were used to automate implementation of the system. Estelle is used to define dynamic behaviors. ASN.l grammars augmented with mapping functions are used to generate encoders, decoders, and ASN.1 print values (as suggested in Fig. 8 ). PDUs transmitted and received are written to test-log files in print-value form. ASN.1 is also used to define the test language and, consequently, print values are the notation used in test cases. The test language uses ASN. 1 tation as a base to build on. Thus, any value admitted by the syntax may be employed in a test case. High-level test services related to the FTAM/FTP users and the virtual file store are defined in the test language (e.g., get, put, delete, compare files). Default ASN.1 values and highlevel test services are used extensively to minimize the actual text required in a test case. Actions specified in the FD's for the group of modules above FTAM define the operational semantics of most of the test language.
X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING COMMENTS Conformance testing for protocols is a multifaceted problem. One facet deals with dynamic aspects of testing; another deals with static issues. Each time options, functional subsets, or classes are defined, the problem domain expands. Coding of messages (PDUs) may add several facets. Thus, it is difficult to realize a simple model which deals adequately with a multifaceted domain.
ISO's work on conformance methodology has established a framework and a language for testing OS1 and ISDN protocols. It is the synthesis of many individual research efforts (many of which are uncited or have become anonymous). Already, ISO's work has influenced recent research as noted in some of the work cited. To date, ISO's work fails to address the relationship of conformance methodology to FDT's. In December 1988, I S 0 began to reexamine the issues and questions regarding FDTs with the goals of extending the IS0 conformance framework and identifying testable behaviors for FDs of protocols in Estelle, LOTOS, and SDL. Labeled transition systems were identified as a possible common basis.
We direct your attention back to Fig. 1 which depicts several relationships between specification, validation, and testing. Protocol specification, verification/validation, and testing are like looking at a diamond: at most, the observer can only see only some facets at one time.
The promise of machine-processable FDTs is that their foundations in language and formal semantics provide the glue to allow a formal specification to be viewed from a variety of perspectives. Each perspective reflects a different facet of the problem. Recent research on test methodology has begun to incorporate standardized FDTs and suggests new ways to look at difficult problems.
We have only alluded to the relationship between validation and testing. Ural and Probert [85] articulate this relationship well. Validation (as opposed to verification) is a form of white-box testing; i.e., the internal details of a specification are well known (black-box testing assumes only knowledge of input and output sequences). Given formal descriptions of protocols and translators, validation in the mode Ural and Probert propose is a way to achieve stepwise refinement of a specification and validate it via simulation using automated tools. Nguyen [70] applied some of their ideas to his tool for generating FTAM tests. Experience gleaned from several sources shows that, if cohesive tool kits are developed, tools developed for validation can also be applied to conformance evaluation. Until cohesive tool kits are developed, with different tools focusing on different facets of the whole problem, we will not understand the complexity of what is designed, implemented, or tested.
Fiber-optic media have increased communications bandwidth by orders of magnitude. Research laboratories are suggesting methods of fabricating protocols in silicon [55] in order to utilize new bandwidths offered by fiber media. Unless better methods of specifying and verifying/ validating protocols are applied to silicon-based technology, the problems of testing will be amplified substantially. Cohesive formal methods will have to be adopted for all facets of the problem to avoid design errors cast in silicon.
